Service Day online
and around the world
As agreed by the South Africa Regional Service Committee,
we hosted an online service-themed speaker jam to celebrate
the First Narcotics Anonymous Service Day on 1 May 2019. This
was the first event of its kind that we are aware of in NA. The
virtual meeting program we used to host the event was free, so
the only “cost” was the data individual members used on their
wireless plans to access the meeting.
It provided an opportunity to explore the effectiveness of
the online platform in carrying the NA message and bringing
members together from all over the world for a speaker jam.
Meeting online in this way can help us gather for service and
events where travel or other venue-related costs and challenges
might otherwise constrain us in holding the event.
We had a South Africa Regional panel session made up of
the alternate regional delegate, the chair of the regional service
committee, the regional convention chair, and the chair of the
local translation committee. They provided awesome updates on
developments across several areas in the South Africa Region.
On the international panel, we had a number of speakers from
at least four different countries with a combined cleantime of
more than 200 years. And we included two World Services staff
members and two former World Board members. The topics were
public relations, Fellowship development, the basic meeting list

toolbox, outreach, the World Services webpage, and two amazing
shares by long-serving members (which had most of us in tears).
The combined attendance exceeded 100, including individual
members from around the world, and from NA communities in
the Eastern Cape, in Pietermaritzburg, and throughout Africa
(including residents of a halfway house). These NA communities got together in their own planned events and streamed the
speaker jam as part of their programs.
The other quite interesting development was the opportunity for Narcotics Anonymous service committee members to
network and swap contact details with one another so as to
share the best collective experiences among areas, regions, and
zones. This NA networking was quite powerful, as it created an
opportunity to cross-pollinate ideas and experience and thus
improve the service committees’ ability to carry the message.
In summary, this first effort at this kind of event seems to
have been effective, and it looks like there is an audience within
the Narcotics Anonymous recovery community that is willing
and grateful to participate in such events.
A great many thanks go out to Narcotics Anonymous World
Services, the South Africa RSC, the events committee, and
all those who helped spread the word about the event. Many
thanks to all those who helped in whatever way.
In loving service,
Fellowship Development Subcommittee,
South Africa Region

Delhi Area Service Day workshop
Photo: Amitabh S, New Delhi, India
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“I SERVE” buttons were made
available for Service Day and
can still be purchased from
NAWS: www.na.org/webstore

FELLOWSHIP DEVELOPMENT
Service Day
in Kansas City
Our Service Day event was a Spiritual Principle a Day (SPAD)
Workshop. It was hosted by the United Kansas City (UKC)
Area, held in the evening at the Homeward Journey Group
prior to their meeting. UKC Area has 10 groups, and the area is
part of Kansas City Metro, which is four areas that have come
together to share services (i.e., public relations, H&I, outreach,
literature, and newsletter).
We met at 6:00 pm for an abbreviated version of the SPAD
Workshop. The turnout was small (only nine members), but we
had enthusiastic participation. We split into three groups and
randomly assigned spiritual principles from the current list of
nine: perseverance, understanding, and service. Everyone was
given a quote from NA literature about their topic. We discussed
the topic as a group, wrote individually, and then shared our
writing with the group.
One participant, Lisa N, wrote about service: “I will make a
service commitment—small, medium, or large—and show up,
to prevent isolation and stay plugged into the Fellowship.”
Overall, I think Service Day might have heightened awareness of service in general and the Spiritual Principle a Day
book project. Our Metro has no literature committee and really
hasn’t for several years. Members who realized how easily they
could contribute to the literature were excited to do so. I think
it will be interesting to see what
repercussions this event has.
There were a couple of people
at this event I had never seen
at another function, and I had
several inquiries about it from
members who aren’t normally involved in service.
Scott M, Missouri, USA

First Service Day
in Pokhara
The Pokhara Area Service Committee and a local home
group celebrated by hosting a workshop and speaker meeting
at the Nirvana Group meeting place. We had two workshops:
Where Would You Be if You Never Heard the NA Message? and
Making Service More Effective and Attractive. After the meeting,
we had two speakers who shared on the topic of service for the
home-group meeting.
Pokhara Area Service Committee, Nepal
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Third European
Service Learning Days:
Spirit of Service
The Third European Service Learning Days (ESLD)
was held in Prague, Czech Republic, 26–28 April 2019, hosted
by the European Delegates Meeting (EDM). We consider
ESLD as Fellowship development in its purest form. The event
is separate from formal EDM business, and is focused solely
on service and helping our NA communities grow. We want to
broaden our communications, and we see this event as a part
of that wider goal.
We were overwhelmed by the outcome of the First and
Second ESLDs in 2015 and 2017. We had 162 registered participants from 30 countries and 27 regions/communities at the
first event and 176 registered participants from 27 countries at
the second. In 2019, we had just under 200 registered members from 32 regions and countries. It has been an amazing
experience, and it most definitely has met our expectations
for Fellowship development work in a broader way.
At ESLD 3, we held 15 workshops, including four Issue
Discussion Topics and sessions for a range of members’
experiences in group, area, and regional service. Two speaker
meetings and a panel discussion on Recovery in a Small
Region rounded out the program. Of course, there was plenty
of interaction outside the workshops and meetings, too, and
we had fellowship and fun on the dance floor Saturday night!
For more information about ESLD, visit www.edmna.org/
fellowship-development/learning-days.html.
European Delegates Meeting,
Fellowship Development Committee
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